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Hello,

Here you can find the new schematics v1.0 draft-d of the FCWR board with
the updates from the CERN's comments:

independent I2C buses for Si549
Si549 symbol and footprint compatible with Si571 (they were already
compatible)
added a second mgtrefclk for 1G-10G interoperation
added footprints for LC filters in SPI and I2C lines if needed in the
future
Sync signals are now differential, and converter into single by means of
a buffer
copyright message updated

In addition, there are some issues that we would like to discuss. First, the
buffer for differential Sync (IC19 and IC23) that I have included is the PN
830S21AMI-01LF, and has the following characteristics:

Is this OK for you? Or do you know a better buffer?

The other issue is that if you want to test 25 Gbps, neither the ZCU102 board
(ZU9EG) nor the AFCZ board (ZU7CG) have GTY transceivers, only GTH
ones that can support up to 16.3 Gb/s. So the 25G cannot be tested with
these boards.
We are talking with our PCB manufacturer to use a proper dielectric material
for these frequencies.

In addition to this, the standard FMC connector has a capability of 10 Gbps,
so we will need a FMC+ connector (not changed in the attached version yet):
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Thank you, best regards.

Pedro Jesús García García
Seven Solutions

El mié., 2 sept. 2020 a las 10:44, Maciej Lipinski
(<maciej.lipinski@cern.ch>) escribió:

Pedro,

>Then we will design the FMC with two mgtrefclocks and only 1 SFP,
right?

correct.

thanks
maciej

On Wed, 2 Sep 2020 at 10:35, Tomasz Wlostowski
<tomasz.wlostowski@cern.ch> wrote:

On 01/09/2020 16:50, Pedro Garcia wrote:
> And another question that I have is about the differential Sync signal
> that you mentioned a few mails ago.  Why do you need a differential
pair
> + buffer? Isn't the buffer going to add indeterminsm to the signal?

Hi Pedro,

The buffer is my gut feeling - the FMC connectors use differential
routing, therefore they offer 100 Ohm matched impedance for
differential
(odd mode) signals. For single-ended operation the matching is less
optimal (100 Ohm differential != 2x50 Ohm single-ended, and worse, the
SE impedance depends on the dimensions of the diff pairs). This might
lead to worse rise times and higher jitter than the combination of a
buffer + LVDS pair.

What would you say about routing the sync signal as a diff pair and
placing a fast buffer that can be bypassed by a 0R resistor (so we can
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have both SE and diff operation)?

Regards,
Tom
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